Development of knotting during the collapse transition of polymers.
A dynamic Monte Carlo simulation of the collapse transition of polymer chains is presented. The chains are represented as self-avoiding walks on the simple cubic lattice with a nearest-neighbor contact potential to model the effect of solvent quality. The knot state of the chains is determined using the knot group procedure presented in the accompanying paper. The equilibrium knot spectrum and the equilibrium rms radius of gyration as functions of the chain length and the contact potential are reported. The collapse transition was studied following quenches from good-to poor-solvent conditions. Our results confirm the prediction that the newly formed globule is not yet at equilibrium, since it has not yet achieved its equilibrium knot spectrum. For our model system, the relaxation of the knot spectrum is about an order of magnitude slower than that of the radius of gyration. The collapse transition is also studied for a model in which both ends of the chain remain in good-solvent conditions. Over the time scale of these simulations, knot formation is frustrated in this inhomogeneous model, verifying that the mechanism of knotting is the tunneling of chain ends in and out of the globule.